Suboptimality and Complexity in Evolution
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A scalable model of biological evolution is presented which includes energy cost for building new elements and multiple paths for obtaining new functions. The model allows a population with a continual increase of complexity,
but as time passes, detrimental mutations accumulate. This model shows the crucial importance of accounting for
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1. INTRODUCTION

A

recent article by Guttenberg and Goldenfeld [1]
(GG) presented some very helpful general conclusions about models of evolution. In particular, two
conditions were presented for an ongoing increase of
complexity. First, relative fitness must be scalable; in other
words, fitness should be measured relative to the degree
of fitness of other creatures in the environment at any
point in time. Second, there should be no upper bound to
the increase of complexity, which means that models
which use a fixed fitness landscape [2,3] will not be
realistic.
In all modeling, there is a balance between simplicity
and generality versus detailed accuracy. The simplified GG
model contained the above two key elements which
allowed for continuous increase of complexity, something
which had not been obtained for the previous models,
such as TIERRA, AVIDA, and Webworld (for a survey, see
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discussion and references in Ref. 1). Conversely, the GG
model neglected two aspects of real biological systems
which have general impact. One of these is that there is
an additional energy cost to increased complexity. In the
model of Ref. 1, a fixed array of elements was considered,
in which each element could be changed to another with
no net increase (or decrease) of energy cost. In real systems, building new systems is costly, and the cost of carrying along useless or redundant systems is one of the
arguments for the efficiency of existing living systems, as
excess baggage is dropped as too costly.
A second simplification of the model of Ref. 1 was that
there was effectively a direct reward for increased complexity, in the form of increased survivability for creatures
with extra complexity. This was implemented by having
an organism with a larger number of beneficial elements
always defeat an organism with fewer such elements. The
problem with this is that nature does not reward complexity per se, it rewards functions that enhance survival and
reproduction. Thus, there may be many paths to the same
function, some simpler and some more complex, and all
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will be rewarded roughly the same whether or not the
function is done elegantly or not; only the overall energy
cost will deter some versions of obtaining the function.
In this article, a model is presented which includes the
aspects of scalability and unlimited increase of complexity,
but which incorporates two key features, namely (1) an
energy cost for increasing number of elements produced
and (2) multiple paths to beneficial functions. The primary issue addressed here can be termed vestigiality. In
general, evolution is an undirected process; new functions
are obtained as the system makes stabs in the dark, building new elements of the system, at some energy cost, and
keeping them if they turn out to aid survivability and discarding them if not, through natural selection. For this
process to work, it must be possible to make many stabs
in the dark, assuming that the number of systems which
lead to useful functions is a small fraction of the total of
all possible systems which could be constructed. This
assumption is eminently reasonable given the fact that
most randomly generated strings of DNA do not lead to
proteins which have a folded and compact form [4,5], and
presumably also do not lead to proteins with useful function. Thus, at any point in time there must be some number of stabs in the dark going on, in the form of
nonfunctional systems which might become functional
with a few changes. We can call these at-present-useless
systems ‘‘vestigial’’ although this term typically refers to
elements of living systems which once had function; here
it is generalized to include all nonfunctioning elements,
both those which have had a function and lost it, and
those which do not have a function but might eventually
obtain one. In general, in a single snapshot in time, both
types of elements would look the same.
A critical question is what fraction of all the systems in
a creature may be expected to be vestigial at any point in
time. There are two competing processes. On one hand,
the energy cost of carrying vestigial systems makes them
weakly deleterious, not neutral, which tends to reduce their
number. Conversely, without stabs in the dark, that is, new
systems which might eventually obtain new function but as
yet have none, no novelty can ever occur, and no increase
of complexity. Thus, if the energy cost of vestigial systems
is too high, no evolution will occur. This leads one to
expect, and has historically led evolutionary theorists to
expect [6–8], that living systems carry a significant fraction
of vestigial, or nonfunctional, elements, as well as quasivestigial elements which function with much less than optimal efficiency. By contrast, Bialek and coworkers (W. Bialek,
private communication) [9,10] have recently argued that
nearly all systems in existing living organisms function at
near optimality, which implies high efficiency.
It is, therefore, valuable to create a model of evolutionary processes which incorporates the possibility of vestigial elements, and ask to what degree these vestigial
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elements are eliminated after a system successfully
obtains new function, in an overall context in which complexity increases without limit as in the GG model.

2. NUMERICAL MODEL
The model presented here has an n3n grid of organisms
with periodic boundary conditions, which compete with
each other, as in the GG model. Each organism is replaced
by one of its neighbors in the succeeding generation according to the following procedure. First, the fitness f of the
organism and the average fitness f of the neighbors of an
organism is found. Then, the probability, P, of replacing the
organism is set equal to a quasi-Fermi–Dirac distribution:
P5

1

;

e ðf 2f Þ=T 11

(1)

where T is an effective temperature which determines the
‘‘nonselectable range’’ of variations [11]. If the organism
succumbs to replacement, one of its nearest neighbors is
selected to replace it, with a probability given by
eðfi 2fmin Þ=T
wi 5 X ðf 2f Þ=T ;
e j min

(2)

j2n:n:

where fmin is the minimum fitness among the nearest
neighbors.
The role of the Fermi–Dirac function here is just to
give a smooth transition; no statement is being made
about any element actually acting as a fermion. The
Fermi–Dirac distribution (1) ensures that for f well above
f, the organism is replaced with one of its neighbors with
nearly unity probability, while for f well below f, the organism is almost never replaced. The middle range of random replacement is a key aspect of the model. If the
nonselectable zone is too small, then all novelties are
instantly eliminated because they have some energy cost.
Conversely, if the nonselectable region is large, there will
be effectively no energy cost for adding nonfunctional elements. Overall, this replacement scheme ensures that at
high T, the replacement process is completely random,
while at low T, the fitter organisms always replace the
weaker. (High T also models the case of empty space
between neighbors, which has the effect of allowing less
fit individuals to have higher propagation probability).
The fitness of a single organism is determined by how
many new functions it has obtained. New functions are
represented as targets of unit radius randomly distributed
in an unbounded d-dimensional space. The state of a single organism is represented as a set of paths starting at
the origin in this d-dimensional space. Mutations consist
of random additions and deletions of unit steps in these
paths. If one of the paths reaches one of the target spots,
then the organism is rewarded with an increased fitness
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value for each target that is hit. Near-hits can also be
rewarded, based on the distance from the end of a path to
the target spot.
There is no upper limit to the fitness of an organism,
since there is assumed to be an infinite number of targets
randomly distributed in the unbounded d-dimensional
parameter space. Each organism can add new paths by
mutations with some small probability, with no limit on the
number of paths per organism other than the numerical
resources. However, there is an energy cost proportional to
the length of each path which is subtracted from the fitness
of the organism. Thus, for example, an organism which has
50 paths with an average length of 50 units, out of which
two paths have hit targets, might have a reward of 231000
points, minus 2500 points for the total length of all the
paths. This model, therefore, realistically allows that the
scoring of whether a single mutation is deleterious or beneficial is contextual: if a mutation is part of a path that allows
a new function, it is beneficial, while the same path, not yet
complete, is weakly deleterious. If multiple paths hit the
same target, the reward is given only once; in other words,
there is no reward for redundancy. Although a reward value
for redundancy, namely extra rewards for multiple paths hitting the same target, is biologically realistic, when it was
added to this model, it was found not to change the general
conclusions given below. It is not fundamentally different
from having two or more reward targets near to each other
in the d-dimensional parameter space, which would just
change the effective density of the targets.
Each element is coded for a different random direction
in the d-dimensional space. Thus, each path, as it grows
by preference of insertion of steps over deletion of steps
in the mutation process, carries out a random walk in the
d-dimensional space, and the net increase of the volume
covered by the paths is diffusive. The unbounded nature
of the d-dimensional space is modeled using a finite space
which has extent larger than the distance covered by the
random walk of any path produced during a simulation.
It should come as no surprise that growth of the paths
only occurs if additions are more likely than deletions, on
average. (Deletion of whole systems, which is common in
real biological systems, was simulated in this model as
deletion of whole segments of the paths used here, but has
the same effect as making the overall deletion rate much
higher.) In DNA in prokaryotic organisms, single deletions
are more actually likely than single insertions [12], but
eukaryotic organisms are assumed to have increasing number of expressed proteins over time, possibly through gene
duplication. In the model described here, however, the
paths in parameter space should not be equated with DNA
sequences. Rather, they model an accumulation of many
random, expressed structures which are built inside an
organism and which collectively may lead to some new
function. This may be taken to occur at the macroscopic,
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organ level, at the level of interactions between cells, or
inside the cell at the protein, molecular machine level. The
feature in the model that many different paths of the paths
may lead to the same target allows the biologically realistic
effect that more than one type of system may accomplish
the same function, and only the function, not the structure,
is rewarded; more inefficient structures (longer paths) are
penalized only by their energy cost. Some functions can
only be accomplished by many elements, however; this is
represented in the model by the fact that some targets are
further from the origin. Reaching targets further from the
origin corresponds to increasing complexity.
For the particular results presented here, the d-dimensional space was assumed to be three-dimensional. This
can be taken as generally representative of three physical
parameters which can be varied, for example, the hydrophobicity, ionicity, and hydrogen bonding capability of the
amino acids in a protein. The number of relevant parameters in living systems is likely much more than three,
which would force a search in a high-dimensional space,
which generally makes it harder to hit targets by random
walk; we restricted the number of parameters to three to
make the simulation numerically tractable. The mean distance between targets in this space was kept around five
units, where a unit is defined as the length per step in one
dimension per path element.
In this model, reasonable results, in which the average
number of targets hit by paths increases monotonically
over time, could be obtained if each organism was assumed
to have one mutation per generation per path of length 10
units; additions were assumed to occur 65% of the time,
deletions 34% of the time, and new paths created by splitting an old path 1% of the time. These are unrealistically
high mutation rates per generation in real living systems,
but a ‘‘generation’’ in this model may be taken as one
mutation-time, which may be many physical generations.

3. RESULTS
The model was run for a 50350 grid of organisms, and
2000 instantiations of this model were evolved and averaged for each set of parameters. As shown in the dashed
curves Figure 1, the number of targets hit increases
monotonically over time for several different reward values. A somewhat surprising general result, however, is that
for a fixed target reward value, the population always
undergoes a ‘‘fitness collapse’’ after some time, as shown
in the solid lines of Figure 1. Even though the average
number of hit targets increases, the overall fitness of the
population eventually drops precipitously into the negative. This collapse of a population bears some similarity to
other models of collapse, for example, the complexity
catastrophe scenario due to increasing interaction of elements [13], error catastrophe analysis [14], and the
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FIGURE 1

Heavy lines, left axis: average population fitness as a function of
time for the model described in the text, for a 50350 grid, for four
different target reward values. Fitness was determined by awarding
the full point value for hitting each target exactly and half the full
point value points for coming within one unit distance of a target.
Energy cost was assessed as one point per path step. Thin lines,
right axis: the average number of targets hit, for the same four
cases.

proposed idea of ‘‘genetic entropy’’ [15]. In each case,
weakly deleterious mutations can accumulate, leading to
overall less fitness of a population. In this model, as there
is a nonselectable region, mutations with small energy
cost, namely additional steps in paths that do not hit targets, are not selected against and, therefore, spread
throughout the population. Over time, the entire population accumulates far more negative energy cost from vestigial paths than the reward for hitting function targets
can overcome. It is not possible to overcome this collapse
by varying the temperature T or by varying the reward
value for hitting a target. As discussed above, if T ! 0,
competition will remove individuals with nonfunctional
paths before they can hit a target, while if T ! 1, selection becomes completely random, and individuals which
hit targets are not preserved. The natural unit for T is the
energy cost per new path step. For a broad range of T
around this value, making the reward value per target
much greater than the step cost makes the cost of adding
new steps negligible once a target has been hit, and so the
length of the nonfunctional paths increases exponentially.
Conversely, if the reward value is small, the paths diffuse
in the d-dimensional space only up to some maximum
value and do not continue to hit targets, because long
paths are removed by selection due to their energy cost.
The collapse can be prevented if the reward value
increases geometrically as more targets are hit (a linear or
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FIGURE 2

Heavy line, left axis: the average degree of vestigiality as a function of time for the same model as Figure 1, for the case of a
reward of 2000 per target hit. Thin line, right axis: the average
path length per organism for the same model.

power-law increase is not enough). This may be biologically realistic, as having one function may make possible
much greater functions. Simply allowing the possibility
that hitting one target may open up new possible targets
does not help prevent the collapse, unless those new targets have geometrically increasing reward value. This variation was explored in this study by altering the model
described above to allow additional searches for a given
organism whenever one of its paths hit a target; in effect,
when a target was hit, new paths were allowed to start
from the target instead of from the origin. This maps back
to simply allowing a new origin with new paths in a new
d-dimensional space, whenever a target is hit. Allowing
these extra searches, with the same fixed reward value,
actually reduced the average score compared to the case
of a single origin for the paths. The additional paths in the
extra searches just add to the total length without changing the overall probability of hitting targets.
Another general result is that in all cases where the
model gives a continual increase of the number of targets
hit, the vestigiality eventually approaches unity. This is
true both in the case of constant reward value, which
leads to fitness collapse as shown in Figure 1, and for the
case of geometrically increasing reward value, which has
ever-increasing average population fitness. Figure 2 shows
the vestigiality as a function of time for a model with
strong, fixed reward for hitting targets; the vestigiality is
defined as the total length of paths which do not hit targets divided by the total length of all paths. The vestigiality does drop rapidly at first, as paths which hit targets are
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favored over nonfunctional paths. Eventually, however, the
vestigiality increases even though the average number of
targets hit by the organisms increases monotonically over
time, because the reward for hitting new functions overcomes the cost of the large number of vestigial paths.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Although this model is simplified, it is reasonable to
conclude that if evolution of biological systems is in a
state of upward increase of complexity, then we should
expect a large amount of vestigiality, that is, nonfunctional
elements, both at the genomic level and at higher levels.
This was historically the reason for treating a large part of
the genome as ‘‘junk’’ DNA [16,17], although recently it
has been argued that noncoding DNA has function [18].
In addition, vestigiality is natural to expect at the macroscopic level; this model indicates that the question is not
why vestigial organs or structures exist, but why living systems are not full of them.
This conclusion is challenged by the growing popularity in recent years of the paradigm of optimality in systems biology as a general phenomenon (e.g., [19–22]). One
option for adopting this viewpoint would be to assume
that complexity is no longer increasing, that is, biological
systems alive today have nearly reached an ultimate optimum. This might occur, in terms of this model, if the
energy cost of extra path length relative to reward for new
functions were to jump up strongly after some point in
time, effectively stopping the scalable increase of complexity. This scenario would imply that earlier forms of living systems should have significantly greater vestigial
matter than present ones.
Another alternative would be if there were no gaps
between targets (set to around five unit steps in the present model); in other words, if there was a reward for every
step along the way to a target, so that there was no need

for stabs in the dark. This view seems to contradict the
general observation that almost all single mutations are
deleterious [23,24], but could be supported by a general
study showing that those mutations which are not deleterious are almost always part of a successive path of progress toward new functions, an effect sometimes termed
‘‘channels in parameter space’’ [25].
In summary, the model presented here indicates that
careful attention must be given to the energy cost of
nonfunctional structures, which must have some energy
penalty in order for selection to work to eliminate them.
If the cost is too high, a scalable increase of complexity
is not possible, while if the energy cost is too low, unrealistic, unchecked growth of nonfunctional structures will
occur.
While this model is not biologically realistic because it
predicts many population collapses, it points out the crucial need to account for the balance of these two pressures
in realistic models of biological systems. In existing living
systems, the fitness collapse seen in this model appears to
be prevented by mechanisms which quickly eliminate nonfunctional elements, while leaving functional elements
untouched. This type of mechanism would seem to prevent
‘‘stabs in the dark’’ of any great magnitude, and thus prevent ongoing increase of complexity. The model presented
here has the flexibility to allow for new variations in the
future, such as multiple species (‘‘coevolution’’), population
bottlenecks, and changing environmental stresses, which
may account for mechanisms to remove vestigial systems
and prevent fitness collapse, while allowing for increasing
complexity.
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